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ABSTRACT 

The rectifying property of micro steel electrode–saline electrolyte interface at high sinusoidal current density was 

reported by Leslie A Geddes et.al in 1987. In the present communication we report experimental results of rectifying 

property of a micro copper electrode-biological saline electrolyte interface at high AC current density at different 

frequencies. We observe that remarkable rectification is obtained at 50 Hz input signal. The observation suggests 

that all biological cells, which are in the order of 10 um in dimension, and contain cytoplasm fluid (electrolyte) 

when exposed to Electromagnetic Waves of varied frequencies, may produce nano DC currents. 

We also present a realization of basic digital gate, OR Logic gate, using above micro electrode- electrolyte interface 

device, which is aptly named as HCDED (High Current Density Electrolytic Diode). The three input OR-Gate 

circuit is plugged and tested at 50 Hz input signal. 

Another application involves developing an Alternate DC micro-watt Power Source. Theoretical considerations of 

designing a power source from tuning the ambient 900 Mhz microwave signals present in atmosphere into the 

copper electrode-biological saline electrolyte rectifier followed by a low pass filter, are presented. It is proposed that 

such micro-watt power source is practically realizable by nanotechnology. 

 

Keywords - Biological saline, Copper Micro Electrode-Electrolyte Interface, DC milli-watt Power Source, High 

Sinusoidal Current Density, OR Logic Gate. 

 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

In early days of electricity, electrolytic rectifiers were used to charge batteries. Such rectifiers were sold 

commercially and discussed in books by Jolly [2] and Guntherschulze [3].Since the advent of semiconductors in 

1950’s, the research and development activities in the field of electronic application were concentrated upon this 

semiconductor material. Therefore electrolyte based research took a backseat. Researchers have characterized the 

gold-saline interface and platinum-saline interface for human health monitoring purpose [9].L.A Geddes et. al took 

up research in developing circuit element characterization of micro-electrode-electrolyte interface at high current 

density and have stated that the nonlinear interface exhibited rectification under specific conditions. The finding was 

reported by Leslie A Geddes et. al. [1][5], in 1987. 

We all know that the vast range of electromotor activities in the living organisms, animal and plant, are based upon 

electrolytes within the cells. It has been a challenge for scientists to understand and model the electronic circuit 

simulation for even the minutest activity within the living being. The biological electrolyte is a combination of 

anions and cations in specific proportions. The common ions are Na
+
, Ca

2+
, K

+
, CO3

2
- , PO4

3-
 , Cl

-
 along with other 

trace element ions. These ions give the property of electrical conductivity to the biological fluid. We conceived the 

idea of designing electronic analog/digital based on biomass and living tissues. Our research team is striving to 

realize electronic devices and circuits from natural living matter. 

This brief communication reports possibilities of designing electronic circuits based on copper electrode-biological 

saline electrolytes. Our objective is to (a) characterize the copper electrode-electrolyte interface at high current 

density over a  wider frequency range (b) Designing an OR-logic Gate using rectification property of electrode-

electrolyte interface (c) Theoretical considerations of a dc micro-watt Power Source as speculative application of 

copper electrode electrolyte interface for alternative energy source. 

 

2. THEORY OF ELECTRODE-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE 

When a metal electrode is placed in an electrolyte, the electrons within the metal and the ions in the electrolyte 

rearrange to form a double layer as shown in fig .1a. This offers the property of capacitance to the interface. At the 
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same time the ions offer resistance which depends upon temperature, concentration of electrolyte and ion species. 

The impedence of the interface is a function electrode metal, frequency and current density.The electrode-electrolyte 

interface is a non-linear circuit element [6]. It has such variable behavior under varying frequency and current 

density that it can not be described by a specific model.It has been shown Geddes et.al. in [5] that metallic electrode-

electrolyte interface manifest resistance R and capacitive reactance X given by 

 

R=Af
α ,

 X=Bf
β 
--------------------------------------------------(1) 

 

where A,B, α and β are constant . Above relationship holds true for frequency range of 10 to 30 KHz and low 

current density (0.025 to 25 ma/cm
2
).The equivalent circuit is shown by Figure1b.Here Rf represents direct current 

Faradays resistance, Rw and Cw represent alternating current resistance and reactance and E1/2 represents half cell 

electrode potential. Rf, Rw and Cw have fixed values for given frequency. 

 

As reported by Leslie A Geddes et. al [1] [5], under high current density, the interface exhibits difference in forward 

and reverse voltage-current characteristic which endows it with the property of rectification. DeBoer et.al.[10] 

included two zener diodes in the circuit model to account for rectification. 

 

        
 

Figure 1(a) Double layer of charge at  

Electrode-electrolyte interface [5] 

 

 

 
Figure 1(b) Geddes circuit model of  

Electrode-electrolyte interface [5] 

3.        EXPERIMENTATION METHOD AND MATERIALS 

In this investigation, we used one electrode made of very thin (0.1mm diameter) insulated copper wire cut at the 

end. The circular cut end of area 7.85 x 10 
-5

 cm
2 

acts as interface. The indifferent electrode is a copper clad PCB of 

size 10mmx15mm. Above mentioned device is henceforth referred as  High Current Density Electrolytic Diode 

HCDED)  The electrolyte used is ionic composition of human blood prepared by dissolving specific amounts of 

salts: NaCl 585mg; KCl 33.8mg; NaHCO3 210mg; CaCl2 27.75 mg in 100 ml of distilled and deionized water at 25
0
 

C temps. 

In this research work, for operating at very low frequency of 3 Hz, we use NI ELVIS (National Instruments 

Electronic Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation System) which is a Lab VIEW 8.5 based design and prototyping 

environment and consist of a multifunction DAQ card, a workstation and Prototyping Board to provide the 

functionality of a suite of common laboratory instruments. PCI-6251 card fitted in the CPU cabinet provides 

necessary interface between NI ELVIS and Prototyping Board. 

 For higher operating frequency of 50 Hz, 200 Hz, 1000 Hz and 10 kHz we use ScientiFic-HM8030-2 Function 

Generator, ScienTech 201CT Dual channel CRO and Classic-333 Digital Multimeter. 

 

4.       INVESTIGATION OF RECTIFICATION PROPERTY OF COPPER MICRO ELECTRODE-  

          ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE 

HCDED is connected in circuit as shown in  fig 2 and dc current is measured at different frequencies: 3 Hz , 50 Hz, 

200Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz  at varying current densities:5 to 55000 ma/cm
2
. The Function Generator VG1 supplies 

the ac input signal varying from 25 mV to 25 V to the rectification circuit. The ac input and output voltages are 

observed CRO. The dc output voltage, at the output of a low pass filter (C1, C2, R3) is measured on Digital 

multimeter. The dc output current is calculated by dividing Vdcout by resistance 2.3 kΩ. 

For examining rectification at 3 Hz, the rectification circuit is plugged on prototyping board on NI-ELVIS. Function 

Generator on board, provides sinusoidal input signal of 3 Hz of varying amplitude      (25 mV to 2.5 V). The ac input 

and output voltages are observed dual channel NI-ELVIS CRO. The dc output voltage, at the output of a low pass 

filter (C1, C2, and R3) is measured on Digital Voltmeter on NI-ELVIS. 
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The measured data is tabulated in Table I .Graph 1 is plotted with current density j on abscissa and Output dc current 

on ordinate for varying input frequencies. Following equations show relationship among the various quantities 

measured from circuit in Fig (2) and tabulated in Table (I). 

 

1. V acin(rms) =V acin(p-p) /√2--------------------------------(1) 

2. V acout(rms) = V acout(p-p) /√2-----------------------------(2) 

3. Iac = V acout(rms) /R1 ---------------------------------------(3) 

4. j = Iac /A ----------------------------------------------------- (4)
 

5. Idc =  Vdcout / R2 =-------------------------------------------(5) 

 

Where Symbols are defined as follows: 

V acin(rms) – Input AC voltage (rms), V acin(p-p) – Input AC voltage(peak to peak),  

V acout(rms) – Output AC voltage (rms), V acout(p-p) – Output AC voltage(peak to peak), 

 I ac – Output AC current, I dc – Output DC current, V dcout – Output DC voltage  

 j- Current density, A – Cross-section area of micro electrode = 7.85 X 10
-5

cm
2,  

R1, R2 = Resistance of 2.3 KΩ 

 

 We used the CURVEFIT TOOLBOX of MATLAB6p5 to simulate the relationship between input AC current 

density and output dc current. For this we have chosen the data from Table I (column d for x-axis and column g for 

y-axis) for 50 Hz input signal. We find that 3rd degree polynomial is the nearest and best fit equation. The equation 

and error margin are given below: 

 

      y(x) = p1*x^3 + p2*x^2 + p3*x + p4 

 

where y(x) is Output dc current in nanoamperes and x is Log10( j)/ma/cm
2
 

 

     Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds): 

       p1 =    -0.00455 (-0.005834, -0.003265) 

       p2 =     0.08848 (0.06776, 0.1092) 

       p3 =    -0.05345 (-0.1485, 0.04162) 

       p4 =    -0.03773 (-0.1535, 0.07803) 

 

 

4.1      Discussion and Conclusion 

It is apparent from the Graph 1 and Table I that the experimental electrode made of copper, which has a very small 

cross-section of 7.85 x 10 
-5

 cm
2
, is exhibiting remarkable rectification, even at low ac current density. Copper is a 

highly conductive material, better than gold, platinum or steel so, the impedance of interface is low; therefore high 

ac current densities are attainable by low ac sinusoidal excitation. Nearly 8435 nA dc current is obtained at 51247 

mA/cm
2
 current density at 50 Hz. The curve of current density vs. output dc current are in close compliance with 

results reported by LA Geddes et al. in [1][5]. Rectification property is exhibited at lower ac current density for 

lower frequencies. It is also noted that output voltage is negative, so the dc current flows from micro electrode to 

primary electrode. It can be concluded that the micro-electrode electrolyte interface shows nonlinearity and exhibits 

rectification similar to a diode. Thus, HCDED can be employed to design circuits which require nonlinearity i.e. 

chaotic circuit, modulator and demodulator circuit etc. In the next section we attempt to design an OR-Logic Gate 

using  HCDED.
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Figure 2(a) Circuit for studying Rectification Property of HCDED 

 

 
Figure 2(b). DC equivalent of Rectification Circuit 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2(c). AC equivalent of  Rectification circuit 
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Graph  1. The graph depicts the exponential rise in DC current with increasing AC current density for different 

frequencies 
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Table 1 

Measured value of output DC Voltage (Vdcout) and calculated values of output DC current 

(Idc) for different AC current densities (j) and frequencies of input signal, Idc =  Vdcout / 2.3kΩ 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

   a 

a 

 

 

Vacin 

(V) 

 b 

    b 

 

 

Vacout 

(V) 

    c 

 c 

    j  

(mA/cm
2
)   

     d                                                          

log10(j)  

 

e 

Vdcout 

(mV)     

 f 

Idc 

 (nA) 

g 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

3 0.025 0.001 4 0.60 0.2 87 

 0.25 0.04 158 2.2 2.4 1043 

 2.5 0.62 2444 3.39 7.2 3130 

50 0.025 0.001 20 1.29 0.2 87 

 0.25 0.025 315 2.49 2.0 

 

 

870 

 2.5 0.5 3942 3.59 6.0 2609 

 10 2.5 19711 4.29 12.2 5304 

 25 14 51247 4.70 19.4 8435 

200 0.025 0.01 28 1.44 0.2 87 

 0.25 0.09 315 2.49 1.2 522 

 2.5 1.05 4731 3.67 4.7 2043 

 10 4.2 23653 4.37 11.4 4957 

 25 13 55189 4.74 17.6 7652 

10
3
 0.025 0.012 39 1.59 0.2 87 

 0.25 0.112 591 2.77 1.0 435 

 2.5 1.12 5125 3.59 3.5 1522 

 10 4.4 27595 4.44 9.9 4304 

 25 13.5 59132 4.77 14.5 6304 

10
4
 0.025 0.013 55 1.74 0.2 87 

 0.25 0.116 591 2.77 0.8 348 

 2.5 1.2 5519 3.74 2.8 1217 

 10 4.7 31537 4.29 8.3 3609 

 25 12.4 63074 4.79 11.9 5174 
 

5.       REALIZATION OF OR LOGIC GATE USING HCDED 

The circuit for OR Logic Gate is wired as shown in fig 3. The ac load and dc load are kept same as circuit shown in 

fig 2. Realization of OR Logic Gate is done by selecting proper operating points on the curve for frequencies 50 Hz. 

A potential divider circuit at the output of Function Generator provides the required ac excitation of peak-to-peak 

0.025 V for V (0) and 2.5 V for V (1).The dc current flowing through R1 and R2 is the total current due to 

rectification provided by HCDEDs. Vdc is recorded for different combination of logic inputs as shown in Table II 

and Table III. Idc is calculated from Idc =Vdc/R1. 

 

 
Figure 3. Three input OR Logic gate using three HCDED 

 

 

Table 2 

Output DC current (Idc) for two values of input 

AC current (j) at 50 Hz input signal (referred from Table I) 

 

Freq

(Hz) 

Vacin(p-p) 

(V) 

Input AC 

Current 

density j 

(mA/cm
2
) 

Output DC 

current(nA)  

50 0.025 20 87 

50 2.5 3942 2609 

5.1     Discussions and Conclusion 

It is observed that the measured output dc current Idc (column f, Table 3) and calculated dc current Idc (column g, 

Table 3) are nearly same. For input logic 000 , Vdc   is 0.6 mV and corresponding current is mere 261 nA, which can 
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be treated as logic 0.For other logic inputs (001 to 111), the dc output voltages are approx. 6.4/12.2/18 mV and 

corresponding dc current are 2783/5305/7827 nA ,which are far above 261 nA and these outputs can be tagged as 

logic 1.Evidently, a positive OR logic gate has been realized. 

Here we see that the input logic is ac signal while the output logic is dc signal, which requires further signal 

processing to convert dc output into ac.There is much scope of research in this field. Nano electrode–electrolyte 

interface can be built on IC chips using nanotechnology to fabricate nano size copper electrode within solid 

electrolyte. It is only a small step towards designing electronic circuits on biological chips. 

 

Table 3 

Total DC current at the output of three-input OR LOGIC GATE designed by using three HCDEDs 

S 

n

o 

ABC 

(a) 

 

Ai 

(b) 

Bi 

(c) 

Ci 

(d) 

Vdc 

(e) 

Ex                 

Idc 

(f) 

Th Idc 

(g) 

(refer Table 2) 

Z 

(h) 

 

1 
000 20 20 20 0.6 260.8 87 * 3 = 261 0 

2 
 

001 20 20 3942 6.4 2782.6 87 * 2 + 2609 = 2783 1 

 

3 
010 20 3942 20 6.4 2782.6 87 * 2 + 2609 = 2783 1 

 

4 
011 20 3942 3942 12.2 5304.2 87 + 2609 * 2 = 5305 1 

 
5 

100 3942 20 20 6.4 2782.6 87 * 2 + 2609 = 2783 1 

 

6 
101 3942 20 3942 12.2 5304.6 87 + 2609 * 2 = 5305 1 

 

7 
110 3942 3942 20 12.2 2782.6 87 + 2609 * 2 = 5305 1 

 

8 
111 3942 3942 3942 18.1 7869.5 2609 * 3 = 7827 1 

ABC = Binary input ,Z= Binary output, Aj = I/p AC Current Density of HCDED1 (mA/cm
2
),Bi =  I/p AC Current 

Density(mA/cm
2
) of HCDED2 ,Ci, I/p AC Current Density (mA/cm

2
) of HCDED3, Vdc =  O/p DC voltage ( mV), Ex 

Idc  = Experimental O/p DC current through R2 =Vdc/2.3kΩ  (nA), Th Idc =  Theoritical O/p   DC current (nA) 

through R2 

 

6.        DESIGN CONSIDERATION (THEORITICAL) FOR AN ALTERNATE DC MICRO-WATT  

           POWER SOURCE 

Alternate energy source is a buzz word now days and highly demanded field of research. Several techniques are 

being envisaged and developed to reduce power consumption and design unconventional energy sources. Here we 

propose that a micro electrode-electrolyte interface can generate dc current from space.  This radical idea was 

conceived when we keenly inspected the property of micro electrode-electrolyte interface which can rectify high 

frequency ac signal provided the current density is very high. Recently, researchers have developed dc adapters 

which will be powered by ambient microwaves.  A small electronic gadget can be charged by plugging the HCDED 

charger to green leaves or saline water. Main challenge identified in designing this application is that copper 

electrode- electrolyte interface gives nearly 7 µA current at 50 Hz. Operating the circuit at this frequency requires 

antenna of impractical size. As we increase the frequency, the onset of rectification needs higher current density or 

higher input ac power. An optimum needs to be worked for selection of frequency to obtain desirable dc output 

power. Considering these constraints we have designed a modular circuit shown in fig 4.First section is a microwave 

cell phone antenna which operates near 900 MHz. It is followed by a tuning circuit and a Low noise amplifier which 

selects microwave signal and amplifies it. The microwave output voltage of tuner circuit is approximately 2V.This is 

given as input to a 100 X 100 array of HCDEDs. One array consists of100 HCDEDs in a row connected in parallel 

and connected to output resistor of 2.3 kΩ.100 such arrays are again connected in parallel across the load resistor. 

We assume that each HCDED generates a current of 100 nA. Therefore, one array(100 HCDED) produce a total dc 

current of 10 µA, and 100 X100 HCDED produce 1mA dc current, which  flows through the load of 2.3 kΩ . The 

output voltage is 2.3 V. The output power is nearly 23 µW. 

The array of HCDEDs consists of 100 X 100 copper microelectrodes of cross section 10
-9

 cm
2
, etched on one side of 

double-sided copper clad PCB. The other side of PCB acts as a primary electrode. Such HCDED cell when dipped 

in a saline will generate microwatt dc power. Alternately, solid electrolyte can be deposited on the HCDED array, 

which can eliminate the inconvenience of dipping the cell in electrolyte. This would make the device portable and 

user friendly. Such device will continuously charge the battery, whenever the gadget is in standby mode. This will 

eliminate the need of periodically plugging the gadget to AC 220 V for charging the battery. 
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Fig 4 Block diagram for Microwatt DC power source using HCDED 

 

7.       FINAL CONCLUSION 

Micro copper electrode-electrolyte interface operating at frequencies from 3 Hz to 10 kHz and at varying sinusoidal 

current density have been observed and characterized It is concluded from above experiments and discussions that 

an OR-logic Gate and Alternate DC micro-watt Power Source have been realized using copper electrode in 

biological electrolyte. It is proposed that the copper electrode-electrolyte interface is a nonlinear element and can be 

used to design practical circuits for nonlinear applications. 

 

8.      PROSPECTIVE APPLICATIONS AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH 

1. Nanotechnology can reduce the interface area to nanometer size, which in turn increases the current density up to 

10
10

 ma/cm
2
 which means that high frequency(above 1 GHz) rectification operation of electrode-electrolyte 

interface will become possible. 

2. Solid Electrolyte based non volatile nano memories have been fabricated on IC as reported in [4]. Therefore, 

nano-sized copper electrode within solid electrolyte can be fabricated on IC. Such non linear element can be used to 

simulate various biological phenomenons which are basically non-linear and based on electrolytes. 

3. It will also provide an insight in bioelectrical phenomenon occurring in nature. Further studies and research in this 

direction will certainly result in a big change in Bioelectronics technology. 
 

A highly speculative hypothesis can be proposed from above result as under: All living beings plants and 

animals draw energy from cosmic waves. Some nano sized conductive particle acting as electrodes and 

cytoplasmic fluid within their epithelial cell as electrolyte….the nano sized electrode-electrolyte interface act 

as rectifier………..Cells become nano power  sources….Above hypothesis can give an insight into the 

biological energy sources and act as a key to reveal the supernatural power of spiritually enlightened person. 

Above hypothesis may seem to be highly speculative but Science is still in childhood to understand ways of 

nature. 
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